
How to launch a new business unit,
targeting a new audience, with no agreed
upon pricing strategies for products and
services the company had never sold
before in a 4 - week window.
 
Oh, and how to ensure the sales goal of
$12M was achieved by the end of the
calendar year which was just 7 - months
away.
 
No dedicated sales team.  No dedicated
budget.
 
structior pri id, cu dicit habemus oportere
nam, eu oblique explicari per. Sea alienum
postulant iracundia ut, eu quas nominavi
est, vix idque utinam prodesset at.

From Zero to $15M in 18 Months
Pearson Online & Blended Learning K – 12 group, formerly Connections Education LLC, was
launching a new business unit providing online courses, trained faculty and digital learning
technology to schools and school districts.  With aggressive goals and timelines, their
leadership asked us to develop and manage their integrated marketing campaign.

The priority was establishing
awareness and interest for the new
business unit solutions so that
conversations could begin.
 
The pricing strategy at launch was
loss leader - with management
deciding that closing some quick
sales and creating some positive
results for clients would add to
awareness and interest.
 
Webinars, conferences and content
distributed via email, social media,
and direct mail were used to get the
message out,
 
For results - just turn this page over.

Challenge Solution



Results

Conferences ContentWebinars

$15M +500

Producing a series of monthly
webinars that featured well
known experts in K - 12
education, e than 500 qualified
leads that converted into more
than 150 new clients within the
first 12 - months of operation.

Presenting the clients solutions
to prospective clients at three
key conferences in the first 6 -
months of operation produced
more than 200 qualified leads
that converted into more than
100 new clients within the first
12 - months of operation.

Using blogs, tips sheets, check
lists, articles/posts, white papers,
case studies, email marketing
and interactive content along
with direct mail and outbound
telemarketing, we generated
more than 300 qualified leads
that converted into more than
150 new clients within the first
12-months of operation.

Revenue Generated
in first 18 - months
of operations

New Clients Signed
within the first 18 -
months of
operations

Exceeded projected
goals for both
qualified leads and
new clients.

+100%

Case Study


